Background
Epilepsy is one of the most common neurological diseases with a prevalence of about 70 million people worldwide. Despite adequately selected and tolerated medical treatment, about 30% of patients cannot be rendered seizure free after an unsuccessful trial of two antiepileptic drugs (AED). Additional or additive AEDs only offer a chance of seizure freedom of less than 10% [5] . Nonpharmacologic treatment options for refractory epilepsy include neuromodulation, lifestyle changes, ketogenic diet, and surgery.
In cases of a focal seizure onset, epilepsy surgery has been shown to be superior to continued medical treatment, especially in the case of temporal lobe epilepsy (TLE; [8, 25, 41] ). Surgery is the best treatment option, if applicable, and has been shown to be the most cost-effective therapy for society [17] . The goal is to render patients seizure free without causing disabling neuro(psycho)logical deficits. Surgical success depends on the exact definition of the epileptogenic zone (EZ) and its surgical accessibility [26] . The former is achieved via multiple noninvasive diagnostic tools including video-electroencephalographic (EEG) monitoring, magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), [ 18 F]fluorodeoxyglucosepositron emission tomography (FDG-PET), single-photon emission computed tomography (SPECT), and neuropsychological testing. If there is a clear supposition of an EZ accessible to surgery, the hypothesis is proven via intracranial EEG recordings (iEEG). Outcome strongly depends on the type of surgery and its location, with a chance of seizure freedom after 1 year of 66% for temporal lobe epilepsy, 46% for parietal and occipital lobe epilepsy, but only 27% in frontal lobe epilepsy [37] .
Magnetoencephalography (MEG) or magnetic source imaging (MSI) is one of the newer additions to the presurgical work-up [32, 38] . Source localization of the epileptogenic or irritative zone and functional mapping are the two main clinical applications. The present article focuses on MEG for epileptic focus localization, one of the main clinical applications in epileptology. With increasing availability and routine use in epilepsy centers in Europe [7, 20] , worldwide evidence for the usefulness of MEG is constantly growing.
The American Clinical Magnetoencephalography Society (ACMEGS) released guidelines on the conduction and analysis of clinical MEG recordings and defined minimum standards for adequate clinical use of MEG [4] . In accordance with ACMEGS guidelines [4] , clinical analysis usually includes source localization via a single equivalent current dipole model [7] in respect to dipole localization, -orientation and propagation patterns-each contributing to the final identification of the seizure onset zone, the implantation plan, and the predicted outcome. MEG and EEG show differences in epileptic spike yields because of the number of sensors used, the source depth and orientation, the background activity (signal-to-noise ratio), and the smearing of the potential fields owing to variations in skull resistivity in EEG [12] . Spike yields for temporal sources are comparable between scalp EEG and MEG, whereas MEG shows a higher (= better) signal-to-noise ratio in the frontal area [12] . Owing to the complementary nature of the modalities, simultaneous EEG is oftentimes recorded and analyzed [2] .
Objectives
This article provides an overview of the current evidence concerning the impact of MEG on the management of epilepsy patients who are "clinically difficult" cases Its role and its importance compared with other noninvasive and invasive methods are addressed. The main focus is on the benefit provided for presurgical evalua- 
Methods
An extensive Medline literature search (on 27 December 2017) for studies published from 1990 was conducted using the following search terms (in various combinations): magnetoencephalography, MEG, value, outcome, epilepsy surgery, refractory, benefit, MSI, source localization, source analysis, and seizure. The search results were screened based on article summaries. References were further examined to identify additional relevant articles. Studies were considered for inclusion if they reported on patient groups of more than ten individuals, showed clinically relevant results, provided sufficient outcome data, or compared MEG with other routinely used methods.
Results

Overall benefit
Most studies have shown an overall influence of MEG on the clinical course of patients with epilepsy in about 21-35% of cases [6, 30] . This impact does not apply for all patients homogeneously but changes according to brain region and presence or absence of a lesion.
Temporal lobe epilepsy
In temporal lobe epilepsy (TLE), MEG spike yield depends on the location of the EZ. Compared with other temporal locations, MEG sensitivity is lowest in mesial TLE. Sensitivity is highest in extratemporal neocortical epilepsy [39] . Because of the well-defined semiology and characteristic interictal/ictal EEG findings, the definition of an EZ is oftentimes feasible without extensive further diagnostics-especially in the presence of a lesion such as concordant hippocampal sclerosis.
If there is no evidence of a lesion or if electrophysiological findings are pathological on both hemispheres, however, MEG may reveal the side of the EZ or suggest temporal propagation of an extratemporal source [18, 24] .
In mesial TLE, MEG spike propagation patterns are correlated with postoperative seizure freedom: Restricted anterior/mesial leading patterns were associated with postoperative Engel class I, but temporoparietal propagation was indicative of persisting seizures (class II-IV; [36] ).
Frontal lobe epilepsy
Frontal lobe epilepsy (FLE) is one of the most diagnostically challenging forms of focal epilepsy with the least favorable overall surgical outcome-only 10% of patients achieve lasting seizure freedom [37] . These odds seem to improve if MEG results are concordant with the resected area:
Mu et al. [21] conducted a retrospective analysis of 46 surgically treated patients with FLE who underwent preoperative MEG. They found a higher rate of overall (and also long lasting) seizure freedom in patients with complete resection of dipole clusters, whereas multifocal localization resulted in persisting seizures in all seven patients with this pattern.
Genow et al. [9] assessed MEG spike localizations in respect to surgical outcome in lesional FLE. Good surgical outcome was found in patients with the majority of spikes located within the resected brain volume.
The impact of MEG-guided epilepsy surgery with the aid of neuronavigation and intraoperative MRI on seizure outcome of 28 nonlesional FLE patients was investigated by Sommer and colleagues [28] . In this series using multimodal neuronavigation, seizure control rates (50-64%) and the probability of complete resection of the MEG localizations were similar to lesional FLE at a mean follow-up of 70.3 months (12-284).
Stefan and coworkers [33] Benefit of magnetic source localization in challenging refractory epilepsies Abstract Background. About 23 million people worldwide suffer from medically refractory epilepsy. Surgery might be the best treatment option with a reasonable chance of seizure freedom. Surgical success depends on the exact definition of the epileptogenic zone (EZ). Magnetoencephalography (MEG) is one of the newer additions to the noninvasive presurgical work-up. Objectives. This study gives an overview of the impact of MEG on the management of epilepsy patients, focusing on (1) the influence on presurgical evaluation, (2) the identification of patients with the greatest benefit, and (3) possible surgical outcome predictors.
Methods. An extensive Medline literature search was conducted for studies published from 1990.
Results. MEG is in clinical use in the presurgical evaluation of epilepsies for the identification of the EZ and outcome prediction. In cases of failed surgery, it serves as a means to locate the remaining epileptogenic cortex. The usefulness of MEG has been reported for a wide range of localizations including challenging areas like the insula. In cases of multiple possible culprit lesions, MEG can mark the epileptogenic lesion, whereas in cases of nonlesional magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) findings, MEG can pinpoint a lesional or nonlesional epileptogenic cortex area. The role of MEG in the presurgical evaluation of epilepsy was shown with rates of modified approaches in 20-35% of cases. This holds true especially for cases with extratemporal epilepsy. 
Discussion
. The value of MEG source localization is highest in extratemporal epilepsy, in MRI-negative or multilesional cases, if other modalities yield contradictory or inconclusive results, or in cases of suspected multifocal epilepsy. There is clear evidence that MEG yields nonredundant information and influences the therapeutic course of patients. Various patient groups likely to benefit from MEG were identified. Considering the poor chances of seizure freedom with continued medical treatment, these patients should not be denied source localization, which could result in surgery with favorable outcomes.
Keywords
Opercular/insular epilepsy
Insular epilepsy poses a diagnostic challenge as it can mimic parietal, temporal, or frontal lobe epilepsies [23, 27] . MEG may contribute to the identification of epileptogenic lesions in such deep periinsular areas even when multiple previous methods have failed [10, 13] . In the absence of a lesion or other conclusive noninvasive localizing information, MEG may still enable identification of surgery candidates [10, 13, 18] . In mostly small case series it was shown that MEG may detect spike populations from insular generators not seen or misleadingly localized in EEG. The resulting correct identification of the seizure-onset zone can lead to good surgical outcomes with Engel class I outcome reported in 67% of patients [1] or even as high as 87% in cases of corresponding tight dipole clusters [18] .
Lesional vs. nonlesional vs. multilesional epilepsy
In contrast to cases with lesional epilepsies, the outcome of epilepsy surgery is generally worse when MRI is unremarkable [29] . Invasive EEG is usually required in such cases. Implantation strategies then rely significantly on any localizing information provided by noninvasive functional means, such as video EEG, FDG-PET, SPECT, and MEG. Generation of a clear seizure-onset hypothesis to be evaluated by iEEG is essential in order to render patients eligible for epilepsy surgery. Furthermore, MEG may hint at subtle or small structural changes in MRI otherwise missed in routine work-up [3, 11] . In "nonlesional" epilepsy, Wang et al. [40] evaluated the additional value of MRI postprocessing (PP) and MEG. Of the 12 patients with subtle changes in PP, there were seven with concordant MSI findings, who also presented with significantly better surgical outcome.
In patients with extratemporal neocortical focal epilepsy with nonlesional MRI, MSI seems to outperform FDG-PET in seizure-onset zone localization [39] .
MEG helps to distinguish epileptogenic from nonepileptogenic lesions if multiple brain lesions are identified on MRI studies [31] .
Contributions for phase II work-up
MEG adds valuable and nonredundant information for successful planning of intracranial recordings leading to a correct localization of the seizure-onset zone in 50-80% of cases [14, 15, 30] . Knowlton et al. [16] investigated the effect of MEG on electrode placement for invasive recordings. In a total of 160 patients, MEG results indicated additional electrode coverage in 18 of 77 patients undergoing iEEG (23%). iEEG seizure onsets involved these newly added electrodes in 39% of cases. The presence of only a single highly localized dipole cluster was significantly associated with seizure-free outcome in all operated patients (mean follow-up of 3.4 years).
The influence of MEG source localization on the planning of iEEG was also assessed by Sutherling and coworkers [35] in a series of 69 sequential patients. MEG provided nonredundant information for 23 patients (33%). In terms of surgical planning, it added iEEG electrodes in nine (13%) and changed the implantation approach in 14 individuals (20%). On the basis of MEG findings, 16 patients (23%) were scheduled for different iEEG coverage: 28 patients underwent iEEG, 29 underwent resection, and 14 proceeded to vagal nerve stimulation. In 17 patients (24%), MEG changed the clinical decision. MEG led to contralateral electrodes being avoided in two patients.
Stefan et al. [30] published a retrospective analysis of 455 epilepsy patients with MEG source localization. Among 131 patients who underwent surgical therapy, MEG identified the lobe to be treated in 89%, with results for extratemporal cases being superior to those with temporal lobe surgery. MEG supplied additional information in 35% and information crucial to final decision-making in 10% of cases. The accuracy and the additive contribution of findings underlined its appropriateness especially for extratemporal epilepsies.
Postsurgical evaluation
Resective epilepsy surgery may fail because of a number of reasons including incomplete resection, incorrect localization of the seizure-onset zone, presence of additional seizure-onset zones, or progression of an underlying disease. Overall, around 4-14% of patients have a second operation with about one third of the patient population being seizure free afterward [34] .
In many patients with persistent refractory seizures after surgery, MEG can give valuable information in terms of localizing the remaining epileptogenic tissue. Second surgeries in patients with persistent spike clusters adjacent to or within the former resection margin (. Fig. 1 ) lead to favorable surgical outcome, whereas distributed epileptiform activity should be further evaluated [19, 22] .
Discussion
MEG influences the clinical management of refractory epilepsy in the presurgical and postsurgical phase, as summarized in . Table 1 . The value of MSI is highest in extratemporal epilepsy, in MRI-negative or multilesional cases, and if other modalities yield results that are contradictory, inconclusive, or multifocal.
MEG guides placement of electrodes for iEEG recordings and minimizes secondary implantation of additional electrodes. In many patient populations, there is a strong correlation between MEG findings and surgical outcome with higher rates of seizure freedom especially in extratemporal cases with concordant MEG results.
As holds true for other methods in presurgical evaluation (SPECT, PET, electric source imaging etc.), the cost of hardware (and software), running costs, and the cost of personnel might be limiting factors for the adoption and spread of MEG in clinical use.
Application of MSI provides nonredundant information and clearly influences the therapeutic course taken in a significant proportion of patients. Specific indications with clear benefit for the examined patients have been identified. Considering the poor chances of seizure freedom with continued medical treatment, these patients should be offered source localization, which may enable successful surgery.
It should be a priority to generate further evidence assisting in proper patient selection. Limitations of current studies include small sample size and selection bias (oftentimes highly preselected or otherwise unclear cases are referred to MEG). These restrictions could be addressed byprospective multicenterefforts with blinded outcome assessment [32] . Despite growing use worldwide, it is to be expected that not every epilepsy center will (or should) offer MEG. This should of course not lead to a restriction of referral to MEG for patients who could potentially benefit from it. Access can only be guaranteed if candidates are clearly identified and collaborative networks are formed in order to ensure access to MSI regardless of local availability.
